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Preface 
 
“Knowledge will forever govern ignorance; and a people who mean to be their own 
governors must arm themselves with the power which knowledge gives.” - James 
Madison 
 
The 21st Century has been acknowledged as the 'Knowledge Century'. Every nation now 
finds itself operating in an increasingly competitive and globalised environment where 
the information, infrastructure, research and innovation systems, education and lifelong 
learning, and regulatory frameworks are crucial variables. In the words of Dr. 
Manmohan Singh, Prime Minister of India, “The time has come to create a second wave 
of institution building, and of excellence, in the fields of education, research and 
capability building so that we are better prepared for the 21st Century.” Since India’s 
independence, there has been a persistent demand on behalf of the country’s 
intellectuals, expressed in different professional, philosophical and non-philosophical 
fora, to re-examine both ancient and modern philosophical systems  to evaluate them and 
derive from them new directives for today’s changing conditions and there is a definite 
impetus and a sense of need towards an independent Indian philosophical identity to 
reinforce research and philosophical studies in India at different levels.  
 
Each step in the journey of human development adds new bench marks in it. I am 
working through Society for Positive Philosophy and Interdisciplinary Studies (SPPIS) 
Haryana since 2008.  For me the meaning of Positive Philosophy is to achieve an 
intellectual detachment from all philosophical systems, and not only to solve specific 
philosophical problems, but also to become sensitively aware of what we do when have 
we philosophized. An Interdisciplinary Study is a field of study that crosses traditional 
boundaries between academic disciplines or schools of thought, as new needs and 
professions have emerged. Originally the term interdisciplinary is applied within 
education and training pedagogies to describe studies that use methods and insights of 
several established disciplines or traditional fields of study.  
 
I think that in order to reach at the goal of creating “knowledge society”, the majority of 
the people in India must be helped to overcome ‘information poverty.’ The deprived 
peoples be given access to relevant and timely information and knowledge to address the 
roles they should play in the development process and in our society we are also working 
to erase information poverty related to philosophy discipline in India. It is painful 
situation that in India, philosophy is not more than a religious thinking for academic and 
non academic persons and no clear difference between study and teaching. So we should 
try to change our mental set and go for its practical implications. This is a reflection of 
my thoughts which are not complete yet it is my intention to get your response. I will be 
happy to get your comments, suggestions and will try to improve this work accordingly. 
 
Positive Philosophy for Contemporary Indian Society has three chapters to read i.e. (i) 
Meaning of Positive Philosophy which deals with the conception of Positive Philosophy 
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and Methodology, (ii) Nature of Philosophy in General which discuss about general 
conception of philosophy , methods of study and writing philosophy, and (iii) Philosophy 
of Social Change which discuss the need of Indian Model of Philosophy of Social Change 
and in the end there is a concluding remarks. 
 
While going through this work, reader should not expect to find any final answer to the 
problems raised. This is not what philosophy aims at. In our country, there is an urgent 
need of those peoples who can think positively about humanities and social sciences for 
the growth of society and can make nation more competent with intellectual development. 
I would like to thank all friends and members of SPPIS, Haryana for their support and 
inspirational words. 
 
                                                                                                                                          
Desh Raj Sirswal 
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Chapter-I 

MEANING OF POSITIVE PHILOSOPHY1

 

 

Philosophical thought is an inescapable part of human existence. Almost everyone has 

been puzzled from time to time by such essentially philosophical questions as “what 

does life mean?’,  “Did I have any existence before I was born?” Most of people also 

have some kind of philosophy in the sense of a personal outlook on life. Even a person, 

who claims that considering philosophic questions is a waste of time, is expressing his 

views on what is important, worthwhile, or valuable. A rejection of all philosophy is in 

itself philosophy. Abstraction without relevance to life and living in high sounding is 

nothing, but leading to darkness. The usefulness of any subject lies in its lying servant of 

practice. Philosophy because of its closeness to life should be a part of any scheme of 

education relevant to anyone. Philosophy will provide the ways to acquire knowledge 

and good behavioral patterns. In the early 20th century, with the attainment of science 

and technology, human values of life have changed. With this popularity of philosophy 

also decreased because of its consciousness to metaphysical and religious speculations. 

Philosophy should be creative and practical, that is the exigency of modern society. The 

aim of this chapter is to give an analysis of a positive attitude, which leaves religious and 

metaphysical speculations at the time of application. 

 

The present status of philosophy as a useful discipline is in doubt. There are some 

reasons for this. First, philosophy in India is on the dominancy of religion, so one cannot 

make clear distinction between philosophy and religion. Mostly problems of philosophy 

are treated like religious problems and there is a lack of basic understanding between 

                                                 
1 Paper presented entitled “Positive Philosophy: An Approach to Consider Practical Problems” presented 
in the 7th Conference of International Congress of Social Philosophy  held on dated 22-24 November,2008 
at VISVA-BHARTI, Santiniketan (West Bengal). 
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the nature of problems regarding philosophy and religion. We come to know from 

religious literature that its doctrines are supported either by reasoning or by revelation. 

Doctrines supported by reasoning unaided by revelation constitute metaphysics and fall 

in the domain of Philosophy, but doctrines based on revelation are to be excluded from 

philosophy, because revelation is supported to be a type of experience entirely different 

from the experiences that we as a matter of fact have. All metaphysical thinking is 

necessarily God-oriented. Here we need the criteria how far it is useful in dealing with 

matters in daily life.  The teaching methods of philosophy used in institutions are not 

valuable as to understand the real nature of philosophy. So, here is a basic need of such 

a healthy and positive attitude for philosophical inquiry, which is concerned with the 

problems of human life and is related to ordinary discourse of living. We have used the 

term Positive Philosophy for this. Our object is to achieve an intellectual detachment 

from all philosophical systems, and not to solve specific philosophical problems, but to 

become sensitively aware of what we do when we philosophize. 

 

The Concept of Positive Philosophy 

 

This term “Positive Philosophy” is firstly used by Auguste Comte. Course of Positive 

Philosophy was his first great work, and in it he propounds his theory that all institutions 

are based upon the ideas of men which are formed in three successive stages--theology, 

metaphysics and finally from the Positive. In the theological stage, the human mind, 

seeking the essential nature of beings, the first and final causes (the origin and purpose) 

of all effects. In short, it is absolute knowledge -- supposes all phenomena to be 

produced by the immediate action of supernatural beings. In the metaphysical stage, 

which is only a modification of the first, the mind supposes, instead of supernatural 

beings, abstract forces, veritable entities (that is, personified abstractions) inherent in all 

beings, and capable of producing all phenomena.  
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In the final, the positive stage, “The mind has given over the vain search after absolute 

notions, the origin and destination of the universe, and the causes of phenomena, and 

applies itself to the study of their laws -- that is, their invariable relations of succession 

and resemblance. Reasoning and observation, duly combined, are the means of this 

knowledge. What is now understood when we speak of an explanation of facts is simply 

the establishment of a connection between single phenomena and some general facts, 

the number of which continually diminishes with the progress of science.”1 Comte’s 

rejection of traditional religion and metaphysics, his faith in science and progress has 

had a strong and persistent influence on subsequent thought.  But I am not here 

concentrating on the positivist revolution in the world of philosophy, but only that how 

philosophy becomes beneficial for non-academic persons too. Here we are using this 

word as a useful philosophy for everyone and trying to leave those questions that are 

merely religious and metaphysical in nature. 

 

Characteristics of Positive Philosophy 

 

Before giving a positive account, attention may be drawn to two ways of defining a 

branch of knowledge; in terms its subject-matter and in terms of its method. Such a 

philosophy (Positive Philosophy) should have a fruitful certain criterion “if it to be 

acceptable to all reasonable people of the world”. The characteristics of this philosophy 

are mentioned below: 

1. It will be primarily concerned with the affairs of living and not what happen after 

death. 

2. It will teach a person about the real nature of the individual and nature. 

3. It will teach each person the art of dynamic equilibrium, so that he never tends 

to extremes, but remains in the middle. 

4. It will be steadfast in views, but not claim exclusive truth for its doctrines, to be 

ready to accept alternative versions to the eternal truth as equally valid 
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assertions, and not seek to compel anyone to accept any single version of the 

truth. 

5. It will not run counter to the modern doctrines of science, gender parity, liberty, 

equality and fraternity, human rights and the like.2 
 

As we know that philosophy has an enormous influence on our everyday lives. The very 

languages we speak were classification derived from philosophy. For example, the 

classification of noun and verb involve the philosophical idea that there is a difference 

between things and actions. If we ask what the difference is, we are starting a 

philosophical inquiry. So, we should have a solid methodology to do this. A methodology 

is a system of principles and general ways of organizing and structuring theoretical and 

practical activity, and also the theory of this system. A clear comprehension of the 

fundamental of epistemology, logic and scientific method is necessary pre-requisite of 

understanding any meaningful rational activity including theory–formation and decision-

making. Philosophical questions concern the relations between concepts that are 

employed in daily life, natural science, religion and mathematical sciences. Therefore in 

philosophy, it is necessary to be familiar with them in order to see how these concepts 

are actually employed. 

 

Philosophy is a growing phenomenon, a developing sphere. Each step in the walk of 

human existence adds new grains to the development of philosophy. We have to be a 

perpetual innovator. “An innovator is one who does not know that it cannot be done. To 

innovate is to introduce something, make changes into anything established, or to 

innovate on another’s creation, renewed or altered. An innovator could be a rebellion 

because he breaks the established methods, norms, standards and redefines the layers 

of thought. Hence an innovator is one who knows what one is doing could be alone on 

the basis of certain method. Innovation not simply implies questioning, reshaping, 

restructuring, but also developing through transformation.”3 
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Main Streams related to Positive Philosophy 

 

Philosophy is characterized as much by its methods as by its subject matter as we said 

before. Philosophers deal with speculative issues that generally are not subject to 

investigation through experimental test, and philosophy, therefore, is more fully 

conceptual than science, yet philosophy properly done is not a mere speculation. 

Philosophers, just like scientists, formulate hypotheses which ultimately must answer to 

reason and evidence. This is one of the things that differentiate philosophy from poetry 

and mysticism, despite its not being a science. Positive philosophy is an interdisciplinary 

study approach of man’s life in their ordinary discourse that is related to Educational, 

Social, Environmental and Health issues. It will combine the problems of different 

disciplines like Applied Philosophy, Applied Ethics, Social and Political Philosophy, 

Philosophy of Literature, Art and Technology, Philosophy of Religion and Folk 

Psychology.4 

 

Example of a Problem  

 

For the sake of our notion, we are taking the problem of ‘Teacher–Student 

Relationship”. Positive teacher –student relationship are associated with positive 

attitudes towards school, increased academic achievement, more positive behaviour 

and with a dedication to work. Let’s see how?  

 

We generally discuss about the teacher’s role in the development of their students. It 

was a trend of medieval thinking that a child’s mind is like soft clay and can be moulded 

to any desired shape. But it is a basic problem that students sometimes experience a 

lack of caring from teachers. Several students have complained that the teachers don’t 

care about them. They only care what they want to do in their classroom. The 

importance of socially connecting with the students is devalued by these kinds of 

teachers. Education is an important tool for change and transformation in the society. It 
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is a kind of dialogue and interaction among people. There are some assumptions about 

the teacher’s role  in society but these are very rarely found in them, in present times: 

1. Teachers are conscious of the role they are expected to play in the regeneration 

of society. 

2. Teachers are confident of their capacity to bring about the desired change. 

3. Teachers are pained at the progressive erosion of values around. 

4. Teachers have a genuine wish to make things better.5 
 

Teachers must take care to respond to students so that they feel cared for. Otherwise, 

students do not feel the care that they need. Students also need support. Teachers must 

understand that “if the student has not learnt, it means teacher has not taught.” There 

are some lacunae somewhere which need to be plugged by none other than the 

teacher. “Students want school to be personal. They need to be able to relate to 

teachers on a personal level and  to relate to the academics on a level that is  relevant to 

them. They should not be expected to seek out learning experiences that are related to 

the boring, uninteresting and dislikeable teachers who provide punishing experiences.”7 

 

They often do not see teachers as real human beings but as “the big mean people who 

won’t let you make up work when you are absent and can’t remember your name for 

the first week of school.” Students like to see that teachers have spouses and kids, 

second jobs, boyfriends, apartments to move into, private problems, and their own 

house work. It makes the teacher more real to the students, more humane. To see that 

teachers really are human and deal the same issues that students deal with, is education 

in itself.8 Rabindernath Tagore said that, “A most important truth which we are apt to 

forget is that a teacher can never truly teach unless he is learning himself. A lamp can 

never light another lamp unless it continues to burn its own flame.”9  We can find a good 

relationship of teacher-student in Upanishdic story of Brahmrishi Dadhichi when he gave 

Brahamvidhya to the Ashav Kumars. So here we are giving a code of conduct or 

fundamental to remember and follow to a teacher: 
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1. They are only one force to influence the society in general and their students in 

particular. 

2. There are many other institutions like home, religion, professional, social and 

cultural organizations, media and so on, which play no less a role in shaping the 

personality of people. 

3. Students don’t like any pessimism or inaction from a teacher regarding their 

problem solution. 

4. Teachers would command real prestige among students only if they have a 

genuine concern for their welfare and development. 

5. They should sincerely make “Towards Better Living” and “Towards Better 

Teaching” as permanent values in their personal and professional lives. 

Continuous development both as a person and as a teacher would make their 

lives enjoyable, fruitful and worthwhile in the truest sense.10 

 

Teaching is influencing for thecher’s own personality as well as his students. Nothing 

good can happen unless teachers are well behaved with their students. Students learn 

from the teacher because there is something to learn from him. If it is not, books are the 

best friends for learning. But there is no personal touch in books learning as it is with the 

teacher student relationship. It is the key of success in the teaching profession.11 And 

more, “These connections also fulfill the personal need of teachers….teachers usually 

desire to be liked by their students just as any human wishes to be liked by others. 

When the connections between students and teachers are made, they can make the 

teacher feel fulfilled as well. This puts the teachers on a direct line of affecting future 

generations. This can be very rewarding as teachers pursue acts of purpose and 

contribute to the greater society.”12 
 

Topics for Consideration 
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Here is a shortlist for some topics of Positive Philosophy in Indian context 13 that should 

be discussed: 

-Domestic Violence: Causes and Solution 

-Peace and Social Justice 

-Children in a Problematic Society 

-Group Consciousness and its Effect on Society 

-Value Education and Teacher-Parents Role 

- -Literature and its Role in Healthy Society 

-Spirituality and Science: A Healthy Approach 

-Importance of a National Character Building 

-Why We Do Philosophy and How? 

-Role Models for the Children and Society 

 

Prof. Daya Krishan said, “The philosophers, however, have not merely thought in a 

certain way but also thought that they thought in a certain way.”14 Philosophy is the 

New World-Cognitive process which deals wih practical ethics, globalization, human 

rights. It is a critical reflection of the status of knowledge, values and communication. It 

tries to bring out the discrepancies and gaps, the ruptures and mutations etc. and tries 

to modify and transform that process.15 So, this is necessary to follow this type of 

positive attitude to solve these problems rather than a negative attitude which makes 

the problem more complex ,rather to solve it. 

 

Our critical reflections may serve to amend the positive view with which we find 

relatively satisfactory. Philosophy affects Social Sciences and Humanities since many 

hundred years. We should think about the implication of philosophical methods on 

Social Sciences and Humanities. Cultivate on of ethical, moral, cultural and spiritual 

ideas by studying philosophy at various levels of education can change the mindset of 

the people. Recent research in ethics and moral science has proved that studying ethics 

has a tremendous influence on people all over the world. So, we should ready to give 
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new dimensions and do best innovations in this area which has more relevance and 

implications in this millennium and forever. 
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Chapter-II 

NATURE OF PHILOSOPHY IN GENERAL 

Philosophical inquiry is very demanding, suitable only for those who possess a fair 

degree of courage, humility, patience and discipline. The two aims, though distinct, are 

inseparable; on the one hand, there can be no positive philosophy without a basis of 

social science, without which it could not be all-comprehensive; and, on the other hand, 

we could not pursue social science without having been prepared by the study of 

phenomena less complicated than those of society, and furnished with a knowledge of 

laws and anterior facts that have a bearing upon social science. Though the fundamental 

sciences are not all equally interesting to ordinary minds, there is no one of them that 

can be neglected in an inquiry like the present; and, in the eye of philosophy, all are of 

equal value to human welfare. Even those that appear the least interesting have their 

own value, either on account of the perfection of their methods, or as being the 

necessary basis of all the others. 

Lots of discussion has been made about how to read or know about philosophy. Main 

areas of philosophy are developing with the new situations and circumstances of the 

world.  It is a basic problem of defining philosophy, its methods and the problems etc. 

Many interpretations we can find in Indian and Western tradition regarding the nature 

of philosophy. Etymologically, philosophy means love of wisdom but functionally it 

means both the seeking of wisdom (process) and the wisdom sought (product). 

According to Richard E. Creel, "Philosophy is an open-ended, pioneering discipline, 

forever opening up new areas of study and new methods of inquiry." This is a suitable 

definition for philosophy. Philosophy is the science of sciences, when it discusses about 
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the nature of other disciplines and when it will enquire about its own nature it is called 

as "Meta-philosophy". 

Why it is needed? When this question arises then we directly come to the problems of 

philosophy. There are three basic problems of philosophy: 

1. The Problem of Knowledge: It is mainly discusses within Epistemology. 

2. The Problem of Value: It is discusses within the Ethics and Axiology. Jointly this called 

as Value Theory. 

3. The Problem of Reality: This is the area of Metaphysics. 

Here is the meaning of Epistemology, Axiology, Ethics and Metaphysics. 

Epistemology: The area of philosophy that investigates the nature sources, authority 

and limits of human knowledge is called "Epistemology". 

Axiology: It is the study of the nature and achievement of happiness. 

Ethics: It is the study of the nature of moral behaviour and character. 

Metaphysics: In this area of philosophy it discuss about the nature of reality. There are 

basically three views about the nature of reality: 

1. Theism: Mind and matter are both real. 

2. Materialism: No, only Matter is real. 

3. Idealism: Matter is not real, only Mind is. It is basically views of the Eastern 

philosophies. 

Methods of Doing Philosophy 
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Doing philosophy requires courage, because one never knows what one will find at the 

end of a philosophical investigation. Since philosophy deals with the most fundamental 

and important issues of human existence and since these are things that most people 

initially take for granted, genuine philosophical inquiry has great potential to unsettle or 

even to destroy one’s deepest and most cherished beliefs. Genuine philosophical inquiry 

also carries the risk of isolation among one’s peers, both for the unorthodox views to 

which it may lead one, and for the simple unpopularity of critical thinking. A philosopher 

must be able to face both consequences. And now we are going to discuss how to teach 

philosophy to students. With some points mentioned here: 

• Relate students with classical texts of thinkers like Plato, Aristotle, and Descartes 

etc. This approach called as “Readings in Philosophy”. 

• Teach the students how philosophy develops and its prime characteristics are as 

Rationalism, Empiricism, Ancient thinkers etc. This approach is called as ‘History 

of Philosophy”. 

• Acquainted students with the problems of philosophy like the nature of truth, 

reality, mind and body etc. This approach is “Problems of Philosophy”. 

•  Engage students to discuss about the problem regarding their daily life and 

correlate it with the basic principles of Philosophy. It is called as “Doing 

Philosophy”. 

We can draw the need of philosophy according of Richard E. Creel as,  “Philosophy is a 

way of being in the world of questioning it, interacting with it, and responding to it. 

Indeed, human mind is an ongoing dialogue about the topics of philosophy-- topics such 

as good and evil, right and wrong truth and falsity, appearance and reality.” 

Philosophy is Nothing without Logic  

When we are considering Philosophy, we should have the knowledge of its main 

branches as we discussed above. Otherwise we cannot understand its methods and 
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problems. Logic is one of the main branches of philosophy. If we have knowledge of 

logic then we can easily consider philosophical problems. I am suggesting here  

following for elementary course of logic: 

Unit- I: Nature of logic, the notion of Form, Truth and Validity, the nature of Implication. 

 

Unit-2: Propositions: Definition of Proposition, Its difference with Sentence Constituents 

or Components of Proposition; Classification of Propositions: Modern and, Aristotelian 

Four fold, Distribution of Terms; Expressing propositions in their logical forms; 

Diagrammatic representation of Propositions. 

 

Unit-3 : Traditional square of Opposition; Immediate inferences; The Categorical 

Syllogism :Figures and Moods, Rules of Syllogism, Venn diagram technique for testing 

Syllogisms, Formal and Informal fallacies. 

Relations and relational arguments: Properties of Relations; what are relational 

Arguments? ; Validity of relational arguments. 

 

Unit-4:  Arguments in ordinary language; Reducing the number of term in syllogistic 

argument; Translating Categorical Proposition in to Standard form; Enthymemes, 

Sorites, Disjunctive and Hypothetical Syllogisms, the Dilemma. 

 

Unit-5: Truth-functional compound propositions; Argument forms and truth-tables.  

 

This Course is adopted by the Department of Philosophy, Kurukshetra University, 

Kurukshetra through its Course Diploma-in –Reasoning and adopted as a useful 

interdisciplinary course by students.  

Doing Research in Philosophy  
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In order to do a thing well, a person needs to be highly motivated, to have an effective 

method for doing it, and to have the right attitude as he or she goes about doing it. 

These points have been emphasized by nearly every successful athletics, coach, music 

teacher, trainer or sales personnel, etc. We participated in the Fellows Meet 2008 

organized by Indian Council of Philosophical Research, New Delhi at Centre for 

Philosophy, J.N.U. New Delhi Campus during 08-10th May, 2008 for ICPR Junior 

Research Fellows and General Fellows attended this meet. Scholars related to different 

fields of Philosophy had given orientation lecturer on "How to Do a Philosophical 

Research?" Its objective was to give a comprehensive attitude towards research to 

students of philosophy. We enjoyed this with an interest and here are some its major 

points as scholars discussed: 

 

Prof. Prasad gave a lecturer concerned to the topic 'How to be creative?' He discussed 

the following points: 

1. Read original texts. 

2. Have self confidence in your work. 

3. Do critical evaluation as per the nature of research. 

4. Have openness of mind about your research work. 

5. Leave some types of orthodox beliefs. 

6. Criticism is the best way to contribute to the Philosophical Research. 

7. Develop a attitude for respect to Critical thinking. 

 

He ended his lecture to said that "Be Cheerful, courageous and a true researcher". But 

at the very moment I got an idea that "How to be Critical Reader?" or another words 

how to study a text with a critical attitude. And the answer as it is better to read, give a 

response to what you learn and try to give it your own analysis; it is a better way to do 

critical expression. 
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Prof. R.P. Singh said about research is that to compare, contrast and find similarities and 

dissimilarities in what are you doing. Prof. P.K. Mukhoadhyaya delivered his final 

expression as "Take Optimistic and Realistic attitude towards your research."  

 

Prof. Miri delivered his lecture about values, at the very moment I have engaged to my 

favorite topic “the Problem of Communication between the teacher and the learner at 

different levels." And asked a question “Although much discussion done on the value-

oriented education, but we have found a communication gap between the teacher and 

a student, how to solve this problem?" Prof. Janak Pandey gave me a suitable answer 

for my question as same, what we found in an Upanishadic story of Mahrishi Dadhichi, 

when he delivered Braham-Vidhya to the Ashwani Kumaras and Indra the king of Deva's 

became angry to the Mahrishi. 

 

Prof. Ashok Vohra, in his orientation lecturer raised questions regarding the nature of 

philosophical problems. One reflection was that Philosophy is a critical evaluation of 

abstract concepts related to man and the world and its implementation of these ideas 

to the society. The final expression was that “Philosophy is a discipline which related to 

axioms of the other branches of knowledge. Philosophy tries to give the answers of 

fundamental presuppositions of the other branches of knowledge.” 

 

Prof. Sriniwas Rao expressed his views as justification is the essence of Philosophy. He 

said generally researches have no positive attitude towards the philosophical research. 

They are missing these three A's: Attitude, Aptitude and Ability’ . Self -Doubt never harm 

your knowledge. He gave the criteria to pursuit to the excellence as: 

• Must go to original texts, don't depend only on secondary works. 

• Try to read original language of the text and also, go to different translation of 

the book to save the meaning of the work. 

• Create your own way of thinking. 
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• Must be drawing your own presuppositions. And last he said, "There is a great 

joy in knowing and knowing well." 

 

Prof. S.P. Gautam also expressed his own views and draws a distinction between 

philosophical and non-philosophical questions. How to ask right questions and avoid 

wrong questions? He emphasized on two points. One is that try to find question that are 

disturbing or bothering you and second, try to find the answer for it. In the last session 

of the meet, Prof. K.Ramakrishna Rao, Chairman, ICPR delivered the lecture on the topic 

Buddhist Psychology: Phenomenology and Consciousness. He also talked on Indian 

Psychology and expressed that “Indian Psychology is a distinct Psychological tradition 

rooted in the insights contained in classical Indian thoughts.”  

 

The author much benefited from this meet and it concluded that it is better to have an 

active discussion except to study a lot and this will also beneficial for the readers too. It 

is much beneficial for a healthy philosophical attitude. Richard E. Creel in his book 

Thinking Philosophically emphasizes to do philosophy with the attitude that has five 

facets like caring, courage, openness, gratitude and assertiveness expressed below: 

 

• Caring rather than indifferent 

• Courageous rather than timid 

• Open rather than closed 

• Grateful rather than resentful 

• Assertive rather than passive. 

Writing Philosophy 

Here are some useful steps for those who are involved in the activities like writing of 

essay, article, dissertation or thesis. We call them Signpost to Success. Some readings 

are also suggested in the end of the chapter to do well. 
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Aims- Your research aims are at the very heart of your thesis. They should be the thread 

which links it together. 

Range of Literature- Draw upon as many sources of relevant literature as possible, while 

at the same time ensuring that they are academically credible and relevant to your 

study. 

Ethics- Make sure that you discuss the variety of steps which you took to ensure 

everyone involved in the research was treated fairly. 

Transparency of Analysis- Try to be as clear and transparent as possible in the way you 

describe your data analysis. This will help the reader, and make your thesis more 

understandable. 

Contribution to Knowledge- Particularly in the case of a doctoral thesis, ensure that you 

provide a clear statement of the original contribution to knowledge made by your 

research. 

Proofreading- Check your thesis carefully. Better to correct errors before the viva than 

to do them afterwards. 

Justification of arguments- Checks the arguments you are making, and ensure that they 

are soundly based on logic and evidence. 

Theoretical Dimension- Include a theoretical dimensions in your research. Make sure 

you are clear about the reasons for selecting that dimension. 

Defending your thesis- If you have planned your research and writing carefully have 

confidence in what you have written and have confidence in your ability to defend your 

thesis. 
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Referencing- Select your references with care and accuracy relevant and detailed 

referencing is central to a good thesis. 

Setting Targets- Set yourself a series of staged targets in order to complete the thesis on 

schedule. Do everything possible to meet your targets. 

Writing Style- Write in a style which communicates your ideas clearly and accurately and 

which is appropriate for your methodology. 

Heading and subheadings- Give careful thought to the use of headings, in order to help 

your reader understand the structure of the thesis. 

Selecting an academic journal- When you are writing your article, think carefully about 

the journal to which you will submit it. Ask experienced academics for advice on the 

most suitable journal. 

Philosophy requires humility, because to do philosophy well one must always keep 

firmly in mind how little one knows and how easy it is to fall into error. The very 

initiation of philosophical inquiry requires one to admit to oneself that one may not, 

after all, have all of the answers. Philosophy requires both patience and discipline, 

because philosophical inquiry requires long hours of hard work. One must be prepared 

to commit huge amounts of time to laboring over issues both difficult and subtle. People 

who avoid philosophy often complain that thinking about philosophical questions makes 

their heads hurt. This is unavoidable: if the answers come easily to you, your inquiries 

are almost certainly superficial. To do philosophy, one must commit oneself to pain. The 

only difference between one who chooses to shoulder the pain and one who does not is 

that the former recognizes that there is no shortcut to truth: every advance must be 

fought for tooth and nail.  

We may conclude this chapter with the definition of philosophy by saying that, “Pure 

rational-conceptual thought regarding different aspects of human life or a critical 
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thought over such of thoughts may be called as philosophy.”  We can say that Science & 

Philosophy are certainly the two most dominant forces that have shaped the course of 

humanity. It is also true that science alone can solve the problems related to hunger, 

poverty, illiteracy, environment pollution, illness and unemployment but then through 

the study of Philosophy one can achieve compassion, love, honesty and integrity, peace, 

tolerance, discipline and humanism without which the very existence of mankind will be 

at stake. 

Suggested Readings: 

Amaladas, Anand, Introduction to Philosophy, Satya Nilyan Publications, Chennai, 2001. 

Creel, Richard E., Thinking Philosophically, Blackwell Publication Ltd, Oxford , 2001. 

Krishan, Daya, The Nature of Philosophy, Prachi Prakashan, Calcutta,1995. 

Martinich, A.P., Philosophical Writings: An Introduction, Prentice-Hall , New Jersey,1989. 

M.L.A. Handbook for Writers of Research Papers, Modern Language Association, 2009. 

Rajani, K.R., Relevance of Philosophy in 21th Century, The Associated Publishers, Ambala 

Cantt,2006. 

Sinha, A.K., Proceedings of the Symposia on Philosophy, Department of Philosophy, 

Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra, 1963. 

Titus,H.H. (Ed.),  Living Issues in Philosophy, ,Oxford University Press, New York, 1995.  

Rodrigues, C.L. (Ed.), The Encyclopedia of Collected Philosophical Thoughts & 

Biographies, Vol. 1-2, Dominant Publishers and Distributors, New Delhi,2002. 
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Chapter-III 

PHILOSOPHY OF SOCIAL CHANGE IN INDIA 

 

Education is the most important component of any developing society and it is a real 

cause of social change. The present education system in India divorced from the real 

social content and social goals. We as the citizens of the republic are constitutionally 

committed to democracy, social justice, equality of opportunity, secularism and above 

all to a welfare state. Educational policy and educational programmes should not merely 

equip an individual to adjust with society to its customs and conventions, but it should 

enable him to bring desirable changes in the society. Every educational institute from 

secondary school to University College should be developed to become an agency of 

change; it is the dream of Dr. B.R . Ambedkar. Here we are going to discuss some major 

issues which are the urgent need of Indian Society and also should be a matter of 

thinking for Indian intellectuals. 

 

Fruitful discussion on Human Rights in India 
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Social Change is a structural transformation of political, social and economic systems 

and institutions to create a more equitable and just society and it is a universal 

phenomenon and it occurs in every society. It refers to an alteration in the social order 

of a social group or society: a change in the nature, social institutions, social behaviours 

or social relations of a society. As we know change is inevitable and it takes places in all 

fields. Great thinkers emerged from various societies induce social change in different 

times. In India, there are some urgent issues of relevance to be worked by out by 

intellectuals and one of them is the issue of human rights in India. 

 

National Human Rights Commission, New Delhi makes continuous attempts to address 

various Human Rights issue related to child labour, women problems, health, HIV/AIDS 

etc. NHRC did following work on Dalit issues including atrocities perpetrated on them: 

“Deeply concerned by the discrimination and other human rights violations faced by the 

Scheduled Castes, the NHRC has taken several initiatives to ameliorate their situation 

and protect their rights. They include the redressing of individual complaints; 

constitution of a Dalit Cell in 2003 headed by a Member of the Commission with the aim 

to monitor implementation of programmes; research studies on the socio-economic 

conditions of the Musahars, and the political and cultural status of dalit women in 

Haryana; and the preparation of a handbook on discrimination in order to sensitize 

teachers. The Commission requested Shri K.B. Saxena, IAS (Retd.), to conduct a study on 

the atrocities against the Scheduled Castes, which has been completed. The Commission 

proposes to mount an appropriate campaign in this regard.”1 But NHRC studies become 

waist when they come close to the real situations and where its duties are concerned.  

Let us take the cases of Haryana State. From the last two or three years several inhuman 

activities occurred, like burning of humans and their houses (Dulina Kand, Gohana Kand, 

Mirchpur Kand), gang rape with Dalit girl, violence in reference to voting to opposite 

party by Dalits and so on.  They are still waiting for justice and compensation as above 

said. The root cause of this is lack of political and administrative will for justice and 
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when we can find caste-discrimination as root cause of these and inhuman role of so 

called upper-caste dominance in politics and government.  

Several policies were made and many commissions were established but the reality is 

without change. Most of the misshapennings become the case of SC/ST Act not of 

Human Rights issues because of incompetent judiciary system and fake policies made by 

the government. Caste-discrimination rules all these activities. And since independence 

there is not a single case of social awareness programme conducted by any political 

party or government of so called democratic and secular India.  

Dr. Ambedkar will be remembered for all time to come as the architect of the Indian 

Constitution, especially for the Fundamental Rights and Directive Principles Chapters 

which, aim at eradicating “all injustice and tyranny” and ushering in social democracy 

and social equality. He was however, disappointed that the dominating section of our 

society did not rise to the occasion and did not water the plants that he had planted. 

Our political rulers have failed Ambedkar and his vision. It is now for human rights 

groups and grassroots activists to make social democracy and equality a way of life in 

the absence of which political democracy will always stand on a shaky foundation. “To 

translate into action the cherished dream of Dr. Ambedkar in an honest manner 

requires strong commitment, honest approach and effective implementation of the 

constitutional mandates upholding the ethos of secularism and eschewing ulterior 

considerations, narrow party politics, deep-rooted prejudices based on historical events 

and the so-called religious bigotry.”2 As Ambedkar  says: “Men are mortal. So are ideas. 

An idea needs propagation as much as a plant needs watering. Both will otherwise 

wither and die.”3 
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Need a Change in Philosophical Outlook 

 

There is an urgent need to evaluate philosophical systems of India according to our 

present society. Some reflection of Indian intlectuals are as : “Is a philosophical system 

in accordance with the knowledge contained in the humanistic, social and natural 

sciences of its time? Has a Philosophical ideas or system inspired or led to any scientific 

discoveries? On the contrary, has it retracted or obstructed scientific progress? The 

same questions should be raised with reference to individual freedom and development 

as well as social and economic development. Thus, for example, have monistic idealism, 

mayavada, and the cyclic view of history, been responsible for the scientific and 

technological backwardness of India? Have Samkhya, Vaiseshika and Lokayata 

contributed to scientific advance and social progress? Is there any evidence for this? 

Why did religion, idealism and illusionism influence India more than rationalism, 

materialism and realism, if such was the case? On the other hand, have some of the 

teachings and ideas found in the Geeta, Jainism and Buddhism inspired dynamic action, 

contributed to capital formation and made people compassionate towards all living 

beings? “4 

 

“What is it philosophy can achieve at all?  How has Indian philosophy as compared with 

other philosophies acted and reacted with science and with society, contributing to 

personal development, the good life in this world, and spiritual and material progress? 

In the case of philosophy with purely transworldly interests in what way have they 

transformed at least some human beings ? For example, have the ideals of Sthitaprjna 

or the Bodhisattva been actually realized by a considerable number of people at any 

time in Indian history? While answering these questions, it should not be forgotten for 

example, the way in which and the extent to which Platonic ethics and political theory 

concretely influence the individuals and citizens in Greece, or the Sermon the Mount or 

the ethical theory of Kant influenced Europe. If some philosophical ideas or theories 

influence people and not others, what is the reason for this? Another important factor 
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should not be overlooked. If philosophical thinking is solely or largely the product of 

social and economic conditions it could not have arisen except in the way it did at the 

particular time and place it did. On the contrary, economic and social conditions must 

be held responsible for the rise of any philosophy, for it contained influence as well as 

for its eclipse. If the existing material conditions change, then such theory will 

automatically disappear, and the existing situation will change due to dialectical or 

historical necessity. Does society create philosophy? Does philosophy change society? “5  

 

Social change is a very basic term and must be assigned further context. According it 

may also refer to social revolution , such as communist revolution presented in 

Marxism, or to other social movements, such as Women’s suffrage or the civil rights 

movement. Social change may be driven by cultural, religious, economic, scientific or 

technological forces.6 We need to find a common, universal, integrated philosophy of 

social change for our nation as in the West, we can find Hegelian, Marxist, Kuhnian, 

Heraclitan, Daoist (The Chinese philosophical work Dao De Jing ) and Resource-based 

economy (Jacque Fresco’s conception of a resource-based economy) models for social 

change.  

 

Different ideologies available for social change in India like Gandhian, Ambekarite, 

Humanitarian and Marxist etc.  But when they come to political front they seem useless 

as their followers are not even acquainted to these ideologies and the noble will of great 

thinkers for a just society. This is also a matter of thinking that how many political 

thinkers becomes a real hero after Indian independence for the youth of Indian or for 

national development? How many ideologies come to existence and made a real 

contribution to our society. These are some point of serious concern for the youth and 

intellectuals of the nation. Now it is time to develop an Indian model which can be 

helpful to develop a just society for our fellow beings. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Philosophy liberate us from ignorance about alternative ways of understanding reality 

and living our lives. Philosophy, as a foundational discipline of all knowledge, is 

essentially practice-oriented. It is both a view and way of life. It is not just love of 

wisdom, as its etymology may suggest, but also shaping life in accordance with the 

acquired wisdom. Present education system in India neglects Humanities and Social 

Sciences. But in the present era of value-crisis and decreasing humanitarian values, we 

should think again about these subjects. Here are some points to understand: 

 

Appropriate Role Model: One of the main issues for students is to choose appropriate 

role model for them. Presently, students only influenced by entertainment ideals. There 

is no role model in their life, which can affect their life and career directly. 

 

Value-Crisis: Value-crises is main problem of the present education system. Values in 

this age of science and technology such as social, political, moral and spiritual are the 

need of society. 

 

Interdisciplinary Approach: In the present time there is a need of interdisciplinary study 

and approach, because, to be a master of one subject and not to interact with other 

systems of knowledge is not a good approach for a healthy academic career. Philosophy 

developed itself in more than 300 branches including Philosophy of Management, 

Philosophy of Social Sciences and Philosophy of Science etc. even in Indian IITs there is a 

good scope of teaching and research in philosophy. 

 

High Scores in Examination: Philosophy provide an opportunity to get good score in 

Undergraduate, Post-graduate level and also in the competitive examinations. Presently, 

UNESCO, NCERT and other reports on higher education emphasizing the role of 

philosophy and ethics in student’s education.  Philosophy helps even those students as a 
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good associate subject who wants to engage themselves in Mathematics, Commerce, 

and Economics. 

 

There are numerous implications of philosophy in a person’s personal life and social life. 

Except this, philosophy courses also include critical ability and logical reasoning in their 

syllabus, which are very demanding in competitions and for a good academic career. 

Considering these more than 20 countries has started teaching philosophy from school 

level. If we will go through, for a moment, on above issues, then we can understand the 

value of philosophy in academic and social life. So an effort like Positive Philosophy has 

a great relevance for today and future. 

 

We observed that scientific progress had a great effect on philosophy.  Scientists 

emphasized that concepts, which are not verifiable by scientific methods, are useless or 

invalid. All questions about metaphysics and epistemology became useless and 

outdated because some of these questions were not verifiable by the scientific method. 

By this reconstructiveness, modern philosophers omitted discussion about these types 

of problem. As a result, contemporary philosophers also omitted an important method 

of knowledge i.e. Intuition. According to Bertrand Russell, there is no philosophical 

problem, which cannot be solved by the scientific method. He suggested that in 

philosophy this method should be used. Philosophers now became preoccupied with 

larger issues or Meta issues due to the effect of science even in philosophy the emphasis 

has been given on universals and very concept is discussed in a broad manner. Science 

was taken to be perfect. Their attempt centered on the logical and analytical study of 

language. This made them the slave of science. It was the common situation of modern 

philosophers. Human civilization has been deprived of creative philosophy from the last 

two centuries. 

 

But in the middle of 20th century, the trend changed. Now the emphasis shifted from 

universal to particular. Thinkers realized that the progress of science was not eternal. 
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Now individual (particular, local or regional) became the center of the study. This trend 

is being called Postmodernism, while the earlier trend is called Modernism. In 

modernism emphasis was given on reason and universal. 

 

Post-modernism is both a break and a continuation. Some of the issues which the 

modernists discussed have their moorings and the regional, though their overall 

emphasis was towards the universal. In this sense, Post-modernism is both a break and 

a continuation. May it is a subaltern study (A study of the marginalized or the deprived). 

Here regional issues are given importance. In this regard Lyotard is a seminal thinker of 

Post-modern era, he has written a book The Post Modern Condition which is worth 

reading. 

 

Scientists and Technicians have made new inventions to provide necessities and 

comforts of life. Doctors work to eradicate human sufferings. Sportsman and artists 

provide entertainment. But what the study of philosophy or philosophers has done for 

their fellow man? On the other hand, Science and Technology developments tell us how 

to heal and how to kill; it reduces the death rate in retail and then kill us in wholesale. 

But only philosophical wisdom can coordinate all experiences quite intelligibly, critically 

and enlighten us when to heal and when to kill. In the age of science and technology, 

this wisdom is most emergent need of the day. 

 

Philosophy should be one of the foundation courses in the curriculum of the modern 

schools, colleges and universities. Awarding Ph.D.(Doctor of Philosophy) in all fields of 

knowledge is not enough to fulfill the need and significance of philosophy in educational 

system. It should be treated as a context to integrate what is learned in the various 

specialized fields. If this intention is realized the study of philosophy can yield one of the 

desired fruits of education. I sum up this thesis by quoting the words of Plato, “percepts 

without concepts are blind and concepts without percepts are empty.” In other words, 
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science without philosophy is like facts without perspective which cannot contribute to 

shape a skillful, wise and virtuous citizen and a nation. 
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Appendix: SPPIS, Haryana 

Society for Positive Philosophy and Interdisciplinary  

Studies (SPPIS) Haryana     

http://sppish.blogspot.com 

Society for Positive Philosophy and Interdisciplinary Studies (SPPIS) Haryana is an 
online philosophy society serving the philosophy discipline in India since 2008. Its main 
objective is to spread information related to activities of academic philosophy and try to 
develop new philosophical research pages on different applied fields of philosophy in 
India.  Presently the Society developed the following pages: 

Philosophy News in India: Information related to seminar, workshop, jobs, journals etc. 
of interdisciplinary nature. Link: http://newsphilosophy.wordpress.com 

The Positive Philosophy: An attempt to see the application of philosophy in every 
sphere of life. Link: http://niyamakphilosophy.blogspot.com 

Indian Psychology: This page shares information related to Indian Psychological 
research as well resources in India and abroad.                   

Link: http://niyamakpsychology.blogspot.com 

Interdisciplinary Studies: Collection of articles and papers of interdisciplinary nature. 
Link: http://niyamakreference.blogspot.com 

A Class-Room Introduction to Logic: First Indian online page on logic with an 
elementary course work. Link: http://niyamaklogic.wordpress.com 

Philosophical Mind Studies: A collection of articles related to philosophical psychology. 
Link: http://niyamak.wordpress.com 

Philosophy Library: An online resource for best philosophical links on internet.           
Link: http://niyamaklibrary.blogspot.com 
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Index of Philosophers and Scholars in India: This is an index of living scholars in 
philosophy and other humanities disciplines. (Under construction) 

Link: http://indexofphilosophersandscholarsofindia.blogspot.com 

Centre for Positive Philosophy and Interdisciplinary Studies (CPPIS), Pehowa 
(Kurukshetra) 

http://sppish.blogspot.com/p/centre-for-positive-philosophy-and.html 

Areas of Research  

There following areas of study selected for the various initiatives of the Society: 
• Meta-philosophy or Philosophical Research Methodology 
• Applied Philosophy and Applied Ethics 
• Indian Social & Political Philosophy 
• Indian Psychology and Consciousness Studies 
• Indian Logic & Science 
• Philosophy of Social Change and Social Progress 
• History of Development of Philosophy in India 
• Philosophy of Science and Technology 
• Indian Philosophy of Art & Literature 
• Indian Value System & Philosophy of Education 
• Philosophy of Cognitive Science & Philosophical Psychology 
• Indian Spirituality & Philosophy of Religion 
• Philosophy for Children 
• Philosophy of Social Sciences & Humanities 
• History of World Philosophies  

Chief Functionary: 

Dr. Desh Raj Sirswal: Assistant Professor (Philosophy) Post Graduate Govt. College for 
Girls, Sector-11, Chandigarh  & 

Programme Coordinator, Centre for Positive Philosophy and Interdisciplinary Studies 
(CPPIS), Milestone Education Society (Regd.), Pehowa (Kurukshetra)-136128 

Email: dr.sirswal@gmail.com, Website: http://drsirswal.webs.com 
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